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Line Array 4200 Series

HDL 4212™ 						

2016

HDL 4210™

HDL 4212™

HDL 4210™

Two 12 inch woofers, two 6.5 inch horn loaded lower MF, two
3 inch horn loaded HMF compression drivers, four 1.75 inch
horn loaded HF compression drivers with mylar diaphragms.

Two 10 inch woofers, two 6.5 inch horn loaded lower MF, two 2
inch horn loaded HMF compression drivers with phenolic
diaphragms, two 1.75 inch horn loaded HF compression drivers
with mylar diaphragms.

Four-way line array element of the highest performance and fidelity.

Four-way line array element of the highest performance and fidelity.

Precision lenses for seamless HF coverage with “air.”  Elements
available with vertical coverage of 5 degrees. 6 channels DCAT™
amplification (2000 watts RMS total power) per box. The  HDL4210N  
will pin under the HDL 4212 cabinets   for near field application

Precision lenses for  seamless HF coverage with “air.” Elements
available with vertical coverage of 12 and 6 degrees. 4 channels
DCATTM amplification (1000 watts RMS total power) per box.

Specifications
		

Configuration:
LF Drivers:

HDL 4212™					

Coverage:

4-way
2 x 12 inch, very high sensitivity,
neo magnet, reflex loaded
2 x 6.5 inch, very high BL, horn loaded
2 x 3 inch compression, low
moving mass, horn loaded
4 x 1.75 inch compression,
very low moving mass, horn loaded,
polyester diaphragm
5 V x 90 H (-5)

Splay Angles:

1 to 5 degrees (-5)

Frequency Resp:
Construction:
Dimensions:

68 Hz (4 boxes) to 18 KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood
43.5” W x 15” H x 23” D
43.5” W x 15” H x 27.5” D
150lbs. (without amp) 185lbs. (with amp)
2000 W RMS, 4 channels, high current
DCAT™, fan cooled
10 Amps x 120 VAC
Outboard digital processor required
which is capable of 5-way crossover.
18 boxes @ 7:1 safety factor, aluminum alloy
141 dB @ 1m, 100 Hz to 280 Hz
140 dB @ 1m, 280 Hz to 750 Hz
148 dB @ 1m, 750 Hz to 2.7 KHz
149 dB @ 1m, 2.7 KHz to 17 KHz

LMF Drivers:
HMF Drivers:
HF Drivers:

Weight:
Amplifier:
Power Required:
Crossover:
Rigging:
LF:
LMF:
HMF:
HF:

HDL 4210™

4-way
2 x 10 inch, very high sensitivity, neo magnet, reflex loaded
2 x 6.5 inch, very high BL, horn loaded
2 x 2 inch compression, low moving mass, horn loaded
2 x 1.75 inch compression, very low moving mass, horn loaded
6 V x 90 H (-6)
12 V x 90 H (-12)
1 to 6 degrees (-6)
5 to 12 degrees (-12)
70 Hz (4 boxes) to 18 KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood
43.5” W x 11.1” H x 23” D (without amp)
43.5” W x 11.1” H x 27.5” D (with amp)
125lbs. (without amp) 145lbs. (with amp)
1000 W rms, 4 channels, high current DCATTM, fan cooled
7.5 Amps x 120 VAC
Outboard digital processor required which is capable of 5-way crossover.
16 Boxes @ 8:1 safety factor, Aluminum alloy
137 dB @ 1m, 100 Hz to 250 Hz
137 dB @ 1m, 250 Hz to 750 Hz
137 dB @ 1m, 750 Hz to 3 KHz
137 dB @ 1m, 3 KHz to 17 KHz
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Line Array System

HDL 3112™				

HDL 3112™

HDL 118™			

Hi-fi meets small format line array for high definition audio. True 3-way small
format line array box, 4-way system with subs. Three HF drivers with neo
magnets and 1.75 inch non-metallic diaphragms, to deliver a high fidelity
sound which is more pleasant than typical larger titanium diaphragms. Large
format 3 inch mid-range compression driver covers upper mid-range
frequency band. This driver does not suffer from the cone breakup of typical
cone speakers used in this frequency band by our competitors, for stunning
midrange clarity and dynamics. LF drivers are 12 inch drivers with
neodymium magnets. These are optimized for the frequency range
covered by this driver. Supplied with 3 channels of high current
DCAT™ amplification (800 Watts RMS total power) per cabinet.
LineCalc 112 Excel Spreadsheet Software for aiming and prediction.

HDL 118™

The HDL 118 is a high output active subwoofer system for high SPL sound
reinforcement applications. The HDL 118 is designed to be either ground
stacked or flown with the HDL 3112 Line Array System. The HDL 118 was
designed with a 1000-watt 18-inch woofer. The HDL 118 incorporates a High
Current D-CATTM power amplifier system capable of producing upwards of
1000 watts RMS as a stand-alone system. The HDL 118 can deliver over 1000
watts RMS power. The amplifier receives its input signal from an internal 4th
order crossover network

Specifications
		
Woofer:
Configuration:
LF Drivers:

Coverage:
Frequency Resp:
Construction:

HDL 3112			
N/A
3-way
1 x 12 inch, very high		
sensitivity, neo magnet, reflex loaded
1 x 3 inch compression, very low
moving mass, neo magnet, horn loaded
3 x 1.75 inch compression, neo
magnets, poly diaphragms
8 V x 110 H, 15 V x 110 H
68 Hz (4 boxes) to 17 KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood

Dimensions:
Weight:

30” W x 14.1” H x 20.6” D
85lbs.

Amplifier:

800 W RMS, 3 channels, high
current DCATTM, fan cooled
5 Amps x 120 VAC
Outboard digital processor

MF Driver:
HF Drivers:

Power Required:
Crossover:
Rigging:
Maximum Peak SPL:
LF:
MF:
HF:
Mounting Methods:

                                      

HDL 2208™

2016

HDL 2208™

ISP Technologies HDL 2208 is a high performance, powered,
small-format line array cabinet   providing high fidelity   performance and
smooth, accurate response.
The HDL 2208 provides a 2-way line array design with little  compromise in
terms of its mid-range performance. This is in part due to a new high performance non-metallic compression driver on a multiple aperture waveguide and
dual 8-inch neo woofers. The result is a new level of performance in a smallformat line array system. Listening to the HDL 2208 will provide imaging and
detail simply not found in other small format line array systems. Vocals will
have depth and clarity and the cabinet also provides a tightness with excellent
transient response and punch. The small size footprint does not mean small
performance. With a peak output of 134dB the 2208 can certainly deliver performance on par with much larger line array cabinets. All processing is built
in, including a carefully designed active crossover network, equalization and
power management for thermal protection. The 2208 is internally powered
with 5 independent channels of ISP Technologies patented D-CATTM power
ampllification.
The HDL 2208 is a 10-degree vertical by 100-degree horizontal box with user
adjustable pin-points for various splay angles from 1 to 10 degrees in 1 degree
increments. The smooth sides of the boxes provide a very clean look, without
any protruding rigging or pins, making it great for very clean fixed install
applications. the HDL 2208 is also available in custom white for installations
requiring white cabinets.

HDL 118			
18″ Woofer			
3-way
18 inch high output B&C		

HDL 2208™
2x8 inch neo B&C
2-way
2 x 8 inch, very high sensitivity, neo magnet, water resistant cones

N/A

2.6-inch mid-high compression driver

N/A
N/A
128 db SPL @ 1 meter
13-ply Baltic Birch cabinet

1 x 2.6 inch compression, 1.4 inch throat, neo magnets, polymer diaphragms
on multiple aperture waveguide
10 V x 100 H
68 Hz to 16 KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood

32.5”W x 24” H x 24” D
140lbs.

24” W x 9.1” H x 19” D
62lbs.
850 W RMS, 3 channels, high current DCATTM, fan cooled

117 VAC, 60Hz
100Hz (24db per Octave)

16 Boxes @ 7:1 safety
factor, Aluminum alloy
134 dB @ 1 meter
135 dB @ 1M
142 dB @ 1M
142 dB @ 1M

5/8” shackles to attach to the steel links
129 dB @ 1 meter		
N/A
N/A
N/A

5 Amps x 120 VAC
Built-in line-level electronic, 900 Hz nominal, 4th order. An array of boxes
will require a DSP unit for equalization required which is
capable of 3-way crossover.
1 to 10 degree adjustments with 1 degree increments. 16 Boxes @ 7:1
safety factor,
134 dB @ 1 meter
130 dB @ 1M
N/A
134 dB @ 1M

(1 degree splay between
boxes, listening position at 10 meters)

Fly Equipped and Ground Stackable
2 Steel Bar Handles

1 to 10 degree adjustments with 1 degree increments. 16 boxe @ 7:1 safety
factor
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Subwoofer Series

XMAX 218TM

XMAX 212TM

XMAX 415TM

XMAX 218TM

The XMAX 218™ result is an outstanding 2000 watts RMS power handling for
low power compression and high reliability. The cabinet also features a very large
port, much larger than found on many dual 18 cabinets. This provides better linearity for higher output and lower frequencies. Combine all this with a low cabinet tuning, and deep, tight, high output bass is achieved. Standard with the system
is a dual channel, 2000-watt RMS (4000-watt peak) amplifier that is specifically
designed for use with the speaker. This amplifier features ISP’s patent pending DCATTM high-current amplification technology and is capable of driving the speakers beyond their safe operating limits. Dual cooling fans automatically switch on
when needed. The height of 22.5 inches allows for enhanced truck pack with 94-inch
(7’8″) internal truck widths. Optional Dolly Board with 4 castors is also available.

XMAX 212TM

ISP’s folded horn bass cabinet the XMAX 212TM must be experienced (and
felt) to be believed. Capable of 135 dB peak output (at 1 meter), this exceeds
by about 4 dB the output of high quality dual 18 reflex cabinets being driven
by 2000 watts, and with lower distortion! The XMAX 212TM is designed to be
used in groups of 2 or more to get deep bass response. Two cabinets together will extend to about 40 Hz (with optional mouth extensions or floor-wall
loading), while a group of four will extend to 35 Hz.This is a significant advance over the folded horns of years ago for two reasons. First, older folded
horns had fairly short horn lengths of 3 to 6 feet, which limited their lowest
frequency to 60 Hz or higher. The XMAX 212TM horn length is over 11 feet
in length for performance to 30 Hz. Second, older folded horns used drivers
that had relatively high resonant frequencies and small excursion capabilities.

Specifications
		
Configuration:
Power:		
LF Drivers: 		
Max SPL: 		
Watts:		
Sensitivity: 		
SPL: 		
		
Frequency Range:
Freq. Response:
Amplifier Power:
Crossover Freq.:
Power Required:
Construction:
Finish: 		
Dimensions: 		
Weight: 		
Protection: 		

XMAX 212TM					
2x12 horn loaded                              
1000 Watts RMS				
2 x 18 inch, very large excursion, 4 inch voice coil
136 dB @ 1 Meter				
2000 watt (total) AES rating.
101 dB at 1 Watt at 1 meter.
134 dB at 1 meter, long term.
135 dB at 1 meter, peak.
28 Hz to 120 Hz (-10 dB)
35 Hz to 100 Hz (+- 3 dB @ 1 Watt).
2000 W rms, 4000 W peak, high current DCAT, fan cooled.
100 Hz. internal 4th order LR low and high pass.
Low pass can be bypassed for use with external processor.
5 Amps x 120 VAC.
Baltic Birch Plywood, extensively braced.
Rubberized Polyurethane.
42.5” W x 24” H x 45” D
225 lbs.
Global Thermal Protection, TransformerThermal Protect

2016

XMAX 415TM

Connecting the XMAX 415TM to any system is easy. It accepts a
stereo or mono line-level signal with dual female XLR input jacks. Male
XLR thru jacks are also provided for daisy chaining the signal to additional
XMAX 415TM cabinets in a larger system. The built-in Linkwitz-Riley 24dB
per octave crossover feeds the high-pass output XLR jacks, which can be
used to feed the inputs of a full-range top box.
Standard with the system is a dual channel, 2000W RMS (3000W peak)
amplifier that is specifically designed for use with the internal speakers.
This amplifier features ISP’s patented D-CAT™ high-current amplification
technology. The amplifier in the XMAX 415TM is designed to avoid
operating beyond the subwoofers capability. Dual cooling fans
automatically switch on when needed.
The dimensions allow for enhanced truck pack with 94-inch (7’8″) internal
truck widths. In the available Touring Version, handles and rear casters are
integrated into the cabinet design for easy moving and setup.

Specifications
		
Configuration:
LF Drivers: 		
Watts:		
Sensitivity: 		
SPL: 		

XMAX 415™
Quad 15 ported active subwoofer
4 x 15 inch, large excursion, 2800W (total) AES rating
2200-watt RMS			
103dB at 1W at 1 meter
135dB at 1 meter, long term, 137dB at 1 meter peak

Freq. Range: 		
Freq. Response:
Amp Power: 		

33Hz to 110Hz (-10dB), with internal crossover
40Hz to 80Hz (+ – 3dB @ 1W), with internal crossover
1600W RMS, 2500W peak, high
current DCATTM, fan cooled
90Hz internal fourth order LR low and high pass.
Low pass can be bypassed for use with external processor
10 amps x 120 VAC maximum
Baltic Birch plywood, extensively braced
Rubberized Polyurethane
29-3/4″ W x 45-7/8″ H x 31-1/4″ D		
200lbs.

Crossover Freq.:
Power Required:
Construction:
Finish: 		
Dimensions: 		
Weight: 		

XMAX 218TM
           Dual 18 ported active subwoofer
2000 Watts RMS with Internal D-CATtm Amplifier Forced Air Cooled
            2 x 18 inch, very large excursion, 4 inch voice coil
135 dB @ 1Meter
           2000 watt (total) AES rating
           101 dB at Watt at 1 meter
           134 dB at 1 meter, long term
           137 dB at 1 meter, peak
           28 Hz to 120 Hz (-10dB)
           35 Hz –100 Hz (+-3dB @ 1 watt)
           2000 Wrms, 4000 W peak, high current D-CATTM fan cooled
           100 Hz internal 4th order LR low and high pass
           Low pass can be bypassed for use with external processor
           10 Amps x 120 VAC
           Baltic Birch Plywood, extensively braced.
           Rubberized Polyurethane.
           48” W x 22.5” H x 30” D
230 Lbs. (260lbs. with Dolly Board)
           Global Thermal Protection, TransformerThermal Protect
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Subwoofer Series

XMAX 112TM

XMAX 118TM

XMAX 115TM

XMAX 112TM

2016

XMAX 118TM

400 watts RMS active 12 inch subwoofer.   Internal stereo 4th ISP Technologies introduces the XMAX 118TM, 1000-watt
order crossover. Touring version with handles and casters avail- subwoofer. The XMAX 118TM offers true, deep, subwoofer
able.
performance and an extreme output level with great transient response.
TM
Featuring a state-of-the-art, ultra long excursion 18 inch
XMAX 115
1000 watts RMS active, 15 inch subwoofer.   Internal stereo 4th driver and a 1000 watt RMS high-current D-CAT™ power
amplifier in an innovative box with super-linear port design,
order crossover
the XMAX 118TM achieves ISP’s goal of musical, high resolution bass.
Unlike other companies that promote “theoretical” levels of
output at the expense of flatness, deep bass and transient
response, our specs are accurate.
1000 watts RMS active, 18 inch sub woofer. Internal stereo
4th order crossover.

Specifications
SPL:
Frequency Resp:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Watts RMS Active:
Sub Woofer Size:
Power Required:

XMAX 112TM

132 dB SPL
40 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
35.8” W x 22.7” H x 36” D
175 lbs.
1,400
12 inch
5 AMPS

XMAX 115TM

127 dB SPL
40 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
19.6” W x 27.5” H x 20” D
100 lbs.
1,000
15 inch
5 AMPS

XMAX 118TM

129 dB SPL
38 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
24” W x 31.5” H x 24” D
115 lbs.
1,000
18 inch
5 AMPS
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Subwoofer Series

SA/PS 115TM

SA/PS 118TM
SA / SP 115™

SA 115 – 600 watts RMS active, 15 inch sub woofer, allows
connection of additional PS 115TM for 900 watt system.  Internal stereo 4th order crossover.
PS 115TM - Passive version of SA 115TM designed for satellite
connection to SA 115TM.
TM

2016

SA / SP 118™

SA 118TM – 600 watts RMS active, 18 inch sub woofer, allows
connection of additional PS 118TM for 900 watt system.  Internal stereo 4th order crossover.  
PS 118TM – passive version of SA 118TM designed for satellite
connection to SA 118TM.

Specifications
		
Watts:		
		
Woofer:		
Construction:
Frequency Range:
Frequency Response:
Output Peak:
Crossover Point:
Weight: 		
Dimensions: 		

SA 115TM			
PS 115TM			
600 Watt RMS D-CATTM power amplifica-   1000 Watt RMS D-CATTM (with SA 115)
tion
15 inch woofer with 4 inch voice coil
15 inch woofer with 4 inch voice coil
13-ply BalticBirch cabinet
13-ply Baltic Birch cabinet
40 Hz to 100 Hz
40 Hz to 100 Hz
38 Hz to 110 Hz (-6 dB)
38 Hz to 110 Hz (-6 dB)
@ 1Meter: 126dB SPL
@ 1Meter: 126dB SPL
100Hz (24dB per octave)
N/A   
95 lbs.
85 lbs
20″ W x 24″ H x 19″ D		
20″ W x 24″ H x 19″ D		
Stereo input with stereo full range
Stereo input with stereo full range
and high-pass crossover outputs
and high-pass crossover outputs

SA 118TM			
600 Watt RMS (with SA 115)

PS 118TM
1000 Watt RMS D-CATTM power am (w/SA 118

18 inch woofer with 4 inch voice coil
13-ply Baltic Birch cabinet
38 Hz to 100 Hz
36 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
@ 1Meter: 129dB SPL
100 Hz (24 dB per octave)
115 lbs.
24″ W x 31.5″ H x 24″ D		
Stereo input with stereo full range
and high-pass crossover outputs

18 inch woofer with 4 inch voice coil
13-ply Baltic Birch cabinet
38 Hz to 100 Hz
36 Hz to 100 Hz (-6 dB)
@ 1Meter: 129dB SPL
N/A
100 lbs.
24″ W x 31.5″ H x 24″ D
Stereo input with stereo full range and highpass crossover outputs
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Ground Stack Systems

2016

MONGOOSE GSL12™

MONGOOSE GSL12™

The ISP Technologies Mongoose™ GSL12 speakers are a 3-way active
speaker system with high output and low distortion.  The system comprises two boxes, which are stacked to form a 4-element line.  The bottom box
contains two vertically arrayed, high performance 12-inch speakers and two
amplifier modules, which contain 5 channels of amplification and an optimized electronic crossover.  The top box contains two more 12-inch speakers, a horn-loaded compression midrange, and two high frequency drivers.  
The two boxes are interconnected by an 8-pole Speakon cable.   Use with
subwoofers is highly recommended.  These two-box stacks are sold in mirror-image pairs.  The system can be expanded to 4 boxes per side by placing a right top upside down on a left top (and vice-versa), thereby aligning
the LF, MF, and HF lines.  The system has tight vertical dispersion and is
recommended for crowds, which cover vertical angles of 18 degrees or less.

TRIPOWER REFERENCETM

ISP Technologies introduces the ultimate in high performance, High-SPL and
High Fidelity   mobile sound-reinforcement systems: the “Concert Series”.
You know the excitement of a live concert; the sound is high impact with
huge amounts of power and extremely high SPL! Now you can have that
same level of performance with high power, high SPL and amazing fidelity
for any performance.

TRIPOWER REFERENCETM
REFERENCE CONCERT SERIES 4-WAY SYSTEM. The System
divides the frequency spectrum into 4 separate bands with 24db per octave
crossover slopes and then amplifies each band individually to provide the
highest level of performance. The XMAXTM Subwoofer provides 1000 watts
of RMS power into a single 8-ohm woofer. The XMAXTM covers the lowest
portion of the spectrum from 30Hz up to 100Hz. The Tripower Reference
3-way system then provides 1100 Watts of RMS power into three separate
frequency bands. Two 12-inch cast basket drivers with 4-inch edgewound
voice coils and Kevlar impregnated cones handle the low mids from 100Hz
up to 900Hz. The upper mid-band is handled by a massive 4-inch ferrofluid
cooled voice coil compression driver with embossed titanium diaphragm
and covers the frequency band from 900Hz to 3KHz. Using a High SPL
compression driver crossed over at 3KHZ we obtain the highest performance
possible while crossing over before breakup occurs. A 1-inch throat 1.75-inch
voice coil compression driver with a non-resonant polyester diaphragm and a
high-energy neodymium magnet handles the High Band portion of the
spectrum. This ensures an extended sweet high end with extreme
performance. A separate discreet D-CATTM amplifier section, available
exclusively from ISP Technologies, powers each band and provides high
current, low distortion audiophile performance.

Specifications
			
Configuration:
LF Driver:
MF Driver:
HF Driver:

Construction:
Finish:
Connector:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Amplifier:
Power Required:
Freq. Range:
Freq. Response:
Calculated Output:
LF:
MF:
HF:
LF:
MF:
HF:
Crossover Attenuation Slopes:
Total Output power: 		
Maximum Rated SPL (long term):
Vertical Coverage:		
Horizontal Coverage:		

MONGOOSE GSL12™ 			
3-way
4 x 12 inch, 500 W RMS per driver, vented.
4 inch compression, 125 W RMS
(Standard) 2 x 2 inch v.c. compression, 80 W RMS,
titanium diaphragm, on Constant directivity horn.
(option) 2 x 1.75 inch v.c. compression, 60 W rms,
polyester diaphragm, on CD horn.
Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated Steel grille.
Black Rubberized Polyurethane.
XLR or 1/4” for audio input. Powercon AC power.
24” W x 27” H x 18.5” D per box.		
115 lbs. per box.
2 x 600 + 300 + 2 x 100 W rms, 5 channels, high
current D-CATTM, fan cooled (2-box stack).
Built in electronic crossover (4th order).
10 Amps x 120 VAC (2-box stack).
52 Hz to 19 KHz (-10 dB)
65 Hz to 17.5 KHz (+- 3 dB), @1 W
2-boxes @ 1 meter
133 dB SPL (long term), 134 dB SPL (peak).
132 dB SPL (long term), 136 dB SPL (peak).
133 dB SPL (long term), 134 dB SPL (peak).
4-boxes @ 1 meter
139 dB SPL (long term), 140 dB SPL (peak).
137 dB SPL (long term), 141 dB SPL (peak).
138 dB SPL (long term), 139 dB SPL (peak).
(All crossover points) 24dB/octave		
2000 Watts RMS 2 Box / 4000 Watts RMS 4 box
136db - 2 box 			
18 degrees - 2 boxes / 36 degrees - 4 boxes
90 degrees

TRIPOWER REFERENCETM
      3-way
      2 x 12 inch, 500 W RMS per driver
      4 inch compression, 125 W RMS
      1.75 inch v.c. compression, 60 W RMS

      Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated Steel grille.
      Black Rubberized Polyurethane.
      XLR or 1/4” for audio input. Powercon AC power.
24″ W x 48.6″ H x 19″ D
      160 lbs.
      600 Watts RMS LF, 300 Watts RMS MF,
      100 Watts RMS HF
      10 Amps
      20 KHz to 50 KHz (-10 dB)
      50 Hz to 18 KHz (+- 3 dB) @ 1 W
      N/A
      N/A
      N/A
      N/A
      4-boxes @ 1 meter
      N/A
      N/A
      N/A
(All crossover points) 24db/octave
1000 Watts / Stack
136db @ 1 M
      70 degrees
      90 degrees
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LT Series

2016

LT2 / LT2XF™						

LT2 / LT2XF™

The ISP Technologies LT2TM speakers are a 3-way active speaker system with high
output and low distortion. The LT2 speakers are designed to be flown in a permanent
installation. They can be used standalone or with subwoofers. When used without
subwoofers, the ‘S’ option is recommended, which uses a special woofer with larger
excursion capabilities and lower resonance for higher output at low frequencies. The
3-way design with an 8 inch midrange, which is phase aligned with the high frequency
driver, allows for wider, cleaner, more detailed midrange coverage then 2-way designs.
It also results in better low-frequency response since the woofer can be optimized for
LF performance, and off-loading the midrange duties results in lower power compression. The standard high frequency driver is a 2-inch voice coil, titanium diaphragm unit
with excellent frequency response, the ‘XF’ option specifies and upgraded HF driver
with polyester diaphragm, higher sensitivity, and exceptionally smooth and extended
frequency response. This is possibly the most ‘hi-fi’ sounding high frequency compression driver available!   The high frequency horn features dispersion of 90° horizontal by 70° vertical. This is much more than the 40° vertical dispersion typical of
most boxes, since when a speaker is flown the required vertical dispersion increases.
The LT2 will provide high frequency coverage from the first row to the last in nearly every situation. When ordered in pairs, they are furnished in mirror-image sets.

Specifications
		

Configuration:
LF Driver: 		
MF Driver: 		
HF Driver:		
Coverage: 		
Construction:
Finish: 		
Connector: 		
Dimensions: 		
Suspension:		
Weight:		
Amplifier: 		
Power Required:
Frequency Response:
Frequency Range:
LF:		
MF:		
HF:		
Calculated Output:
LF: 		
MF:		
HF (standard):
HF Driver: 		
Axial Sensitivity:
Frequency Response:
Frequency Range:
Calculated Output: HF:

LT1 / LT1XF™

LT1 / LT1XF™

The ISP Technologies LT1TM speakers are a 3-way active speaker system with high
output and low distortion. The LT1 speakers are designed to be flown in a permanent installation. They can be used standalone or with subwoofers. The 3-way design
with an 8 inch midrange, which is phase aligned with the high frequency driver, allows for wider, cleaner, more detailed midrange coverage then 2-way designs. It also
results in better low-frequency response since the woofer can be optimized for LF
performance, and off-loading the midrange duties results in lower power compression.
The standard high frequency driver is a 2-inch voice coil, titanium diaphragm unit
with excellent frequency response, the ‘XF’ option specifies and upgraded HF driver
with polyester diaphragm, higher sensitivity, and exceptionally smooth and extended
frequency response. This is possibly the most ‘hi-fi’ sounding high frequency compression driver available!   The high frequency horn features dispersion of 90° horizontal by 70° vertical. This is much more than the 40° vertical dispersion typical of
most boxes, since when a speaker is flown the required vertical dispersion increases.
The LT1 will provide high frequency coverage from the first row to the last in nearly every situation. When ordered in pairs, they are furnished in mirror-image sets.

LT2 / LT2XF™				
3-way
15″, 600W rms, vented				
8″, 225W rms					
2″ v.c. compression, 80 W rms, titanium 			
diaphragm, on Constant directivity horn
90° horizontal x 70° vertical
Baltic Birch plywood, powder coated steel grill
Textured black paint (white or unfinished available)
XLR or ¼’’ for audio input; 3-pin IEC for AC power
30.54” W x 19.75” H x 19.5” D
(1) 3/8” – 16 Threaded point on back for pullback only
(1) 3/8” – 16 Threaded point on back for pullback only
115 Lbs
500+400+100 W rms, 3 channels, high
current DCATTM, fan cooled, Built-in electronic crossover (4th order)
5 Amps x 120 VAC
54 Hz to 16 KHz (-10 dB)
54 Hz to 16 KHz (-10 dB)
94 dB/1W/1M
96 dB/1W/1M
104 dB/1W/1M

LT1 / LT1XF™
3-way
12″, 500W rms, vented
8″, 225 W rms
2″ v.c. compression, 80 W rms, titanium diaphragm,
on Constant directivity horn
90° horizontal x 70° vertical
Baltic Birch plywood, powder coated steel grill
Textured black paint (white or unfinished available)
XLR or ¼’’ for audio input; 3-pin IEC for AC power
28.0” W x 16.0” H x 14.9” D
(2) 3/8” – 16 Threaded mounting points on top
(2) 3/8” – 16 Threaded mounting points on top
80 Lbs
300+300+100 W rms, 3 channels, high
current DCATTM, fan cooled, Built-in Electronic crossover (4th order)
5 Amps x 120 VAC
+/-3db 70Hz to 14KHz @ 1W
54 Hz to 16 KHz (-10 dB)
96 dB/1W/1M
96 dB/1W/1M
104 dB/1W/1M

122 dB SPL (long term)
120 dB SPL (long term), 122 dB SPL (peak)
123 dB SPL (long term), 124 dB SPL (peak)
(Standard) 2’ V.C. compression, 80W RMS, titanium diaphragm,
on constant directivity horn (XF) 1.75” V.C. compression, 		
60W RMS, polyester diaphragm, on CD horn
LF: 94 dB/1W/1M, MF: 96 dB/1W/1M, HF: 107 dB/1W/1M
(Standard) 38Hz to 16KHz (-10 dB) 			
(XFS) 37Hz to 19KHz (-10 dB)
(Standard) +/-3 dB 51Hz to 14KHz @ 1W			
(XFS) +/-3 dB 49Hz to 18KHz @ 1W
125 dB SPL (long term), 127 dB SPL (peak)

119 dB SPL (long term)
120 dB SPL (long term), 122 dB SPL (peak)
123 dB SPL (long term), 128 dB SPL (peak)
1.75’’ voice coil compression, 60 W rms, polyester
diaphragm, neo magnet, on CD horn
LF: 94 dB/1W/1M, MF: 96 dB/1W/1M, HF: 107 dB/1W/1M
(Standard) +/-3 dB 70Hz to 14KHz @ 1W
(XFS) +/-3 dB 70Hz to 18KHz @ 1W
(Standard) 54Hz to 16KHz (-10 dB)
(XFS) 54Hz to 19KHz (-10 dB)
125 dB SPL (long term), 129 dB SPL (peak)
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High Definition Monitor Series

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 212™     HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 210™

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 115™

2016

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 112™

The ISP Technologies High Definition Monitor™  speakers are a high output 3-way active speaker system with fidelity and resolution that will put
many studio monitors to shame.  Their shape and light- weight allows them to be pole mounted, used as floor wedges, and of course, ground stacked.  
When used as wedges, their outstanding midrange clarity and transient response, much better than 2-way systems, result in top-class vocal monitor
performance.  When used with subwoofers, they form a potent, high fidelity front-of-house system of minimum size and maximum portability.  The
3-way design vastly reduces the problems inherent in two-way designs, which cause transient smearing and lack of clarity.  First, to achieve high output
with the low crossover point demanded by a 2-way design (typically 1.0 to 1.5 KHz), competitors use 3-inch diaphragm compression drivers.  The
larger path lengths involved in these larger drivers result in audible HF roll offs (requiring large amounts of power to be pumped into them), sharp
response peaks and dips, diaphragm breakups and resonances, all of which result in transient smear, lack of clarity, and just plain bad highs.  The higher
crossover point afforded by a 3-way design (3 KHz) allows use of a 1.75-inch diaphragm driver, which nearly eliminates these problems.  The high
energy neodymium driver used actually has higher sensitivity above 10 KHz than any 3-inch diaphragm driver, so that at 15 KHz only one-quarter of
the power is required compared to the 3-inch driver!  Second, the dual midrange compression drivers have much higher sensitivity and virtually no cone
breakup when compared to cone drivers.  This results in much better transient attack, lack of compression, and resolution of detail than any 2-way or
even 3-way system using cone drivers.  They also allow a lower crossover point to the cone woofers than in a two-way system.

Specifications
Configuration: 		
LF Driver: 			
MF Driver:			
HF Driver: 			
Coverage: 			
Construction: 		
Finish:			
Connector: 			
Dimensions: 			
Weight: 			
Amplifier:			
Power Required: 		
Freq. Range: 			
Freq. Response: 		
Axial Output Limit: 		

Configuration: 		
LF Driver:			
MF Driver: 			
HF Driver: 			
Coverage: 			
Construction: 		
Finish: 			
Connector: 			
Dimensions: 			
Weight: 			
Amplifier: 			
Power Required: 		
Freq. Range: 			
Freq. Response: 		
Axial Output Limit: 		

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 212™
3way
2 x 12 inch, neodymium, 500 W rms, vented.
2 x 2 inch compression drivers on CD horn.
1.75 inch v.c. neo compression, 60 W rms, polyester diaphragm, on CD
horn.
75° Horizontal x 45° Vertical.
Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated Steel grille.
Black rubberized polyurethane, custom paint available.
XLR for audio input. Neutrik PowerCon ™ for AC power.			
30.7” H x 17.7” W x 16.3” D
85 Lbs.
600+200+100 W rms, 3 channels, high current
D-CAT™,fan cooled, Built-in electronic crossover (4th order).
7.5 Amps x 120 VAC.
62 Hz to 20 KHz (-10 dB)
79 Hz to 19 KHz (+- 3 dB)
128 dB (average), 133 dB (peak)

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 210™
3-way
2 x 10 inch, neodymium, 600 W rms, vented.
2 x 2 inch compression drivers on CD horn.
1.75 inch v.c. compression, 60 W rms, polyester diaphragm, on CD horn.

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 115™				
3-way
1×15 inch, neodymium, 500 W rms, vented
2 x 2 inch compression drivers on CD horn.
1.75 inch v.c. neo compression, 60 W rms,polyester diaphragm, on CD horn.
75° Horizontal x 45° Vertical.
Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated Steel grille.
Black rubberized polyurethane, custom paint available.
XLR for audio input. Neutrik PowerCon for AC power
30.7”H x 17.9”W x 16.9”D
73 lbs.
500+200+100 W rms, 3 channels, high current D-CAT™, fan cooled, Builtin electronic crossover (4th order)
7.5 Amps x 120 VAC.
44 Hz to 20 KHz (-10 dB)
48 Hz to 19 KHz (+- 3 dB)
125dB (average), 130 dB (peak)

HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR 112™
3-way
2 x 12 inch, neodymium, 600 W rms, vented.
2×2 inch compression drivers on CD horn
1.75 inch v.c. compression, 60 W rms, Polyester diaphragm, on CD horn
75° horizontal x 45° vertical
Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated steel grille
Black rubberized polyurethane, custom paint available
XLR for audio input. Neutrik PowerCon ™ for AC power.
17.9” H x 25.5” W x 14.9” D
63 Lbs.
600 watt RMS, 3 channels, high current D-CAT™, fan cooled

90° Horizontal x 45° Vertical.
Baltic Birch Plywood. Powder coated Steel grille.
Black rubberized polyurethane, custom paint available.
XLR for audio input. Neutrik PowerCon ™ for AC power.
37.4” H x 17.9” W x 16.3” D
73 Lbs.
600+200+100 W rms, 3 channels, high current
D-CAT™,fan cooled, Built-in electronic crossover (4th order).
7.5 Amps x 120 VAC.
62 Hz to 20 KHz (-10 dB)
90 Hz to 19  KHz (+- 3 dB)
127 dB (average), 133 dB (peak)

7.5 amps x 120 VAC
62 Hz to 20 KHz (-10 dB)
80 Hz to 19 KHz (+- 3 dB)
128 dB (average), 133 dB (peak)
Built-in electronic crossover (4th order).
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Wedge Series

2016

PROWEDGE 210™

PROWEDGE 212™		
			

PROWEDGE 212™

The built-in processing and 3 channel DCATTM amplifier allows for
extremely easy use, just provide a line-level signal and power. A 60 x 60 degree
constant directivity horn pattern and use of dual woofers results in controlled
dispersion to reduce bleed into adjacent performers spaces, yet reduces the
extreme beaming of important high frequency information found on competing
wedges.Very high output stage monitor. 2-way powered design.   Sleek look
with curved steel grille.   Dual 12 inch LF drivers with neo magnets and
waterproof cones 1.4” throat compression driver   covers the upper midrange and high frequency band for stunning clarity and dynamics. Internal three channel DCATTM amplification with built-in electronic crossover.

Specifications

			
Configuration:		
LF Drivers: 			

PROWEDGE 210™

ISP Technologies ProWedge 210TM is a very high output powered monitor at
home on the loudest stages, but providing accurate, detailed reproduction.
It uses the latest design in neo drivers for low distortion and high output. It
comes within 2dB of peak output of the ProWedge 212TM , while providing a
lighter, more compact package. It also provides slightly smoother midrange
response at the extremes of its coverage angles when compared to a 2 x 12
wedge. The built-in processing and 3 channel DCATTM amplifier allows for
extremely easy use, just provide a line-level signal and power.The woofer
cones are fully waterproofed to survive the elements and abuse. A reinforced,
foam-backed, curved grille provides further protection. The Baltic birch
plywood box iscoated with a tough polyurethane finish for durability.

Coverage: 			
Frequency Resp: 		
Construction: 		
Dimensions: 			
Weight: 			
Amplifier: 			

PROWEDGE 212™				
PROWEDGE 210™			
2-way
2-way
2 x 10 inch, very high sensitivity,
2 x 12 inch, very high sensitivity,
neo magnet, demodulation ring for low
neo magnet, demodulation ring for low
distortion, water resistant cones
distortion, water resistant cones
1 x 2.6 inch compression, 1.4 inch throat, neo magnet,
1 x 2.6 inch compression, 1.4 inch hroat, neo magnet,
polymer diaphragm, horn loaded
polymer diaphragm, horn loaded
			
60 V x 60 H
60 V x 60 H
65 Hz to 16 KHz
60 Hz to 16 KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood
Baltic Birch Plywood
27.2” W x 16.75” H x 21” D				
23” W x 16” H x 19” D
80 lbs.
65 lbs.
900 W RMS, 3 channels, high current DCATTM, fan cooled
900 W RMS, 3 channels, high current DCATTM, fan cooled

Power Required: 		
Power Connections:		

5.5 Amps x 120 VAC
Power con Input, Powercon Thru

5.5 Amps x 120 VAC
Powercon Input, Powercon Thru		

Audio connections: 		

Female XLR input, Male XLR thru.

Female XLR input, Male XLR thru.

Maximum Peak SPL: 		

Electronically balanced,
20K ohm differential
between pins 2 and 3. Pin 2 hot.
134 dB @ 1 meter				

Electronically balanced,
20K ohm differential
between pins 2 and 3. Pin 2 hot.
131 dB @ 1  meter

HF Drivers: 			
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Wedge Series

2016

TRIWEDGE™

VM 110TM FLOOR MONITOR

TRIWEDGE™

You see, standard floor monitors fatally compromise the sound by
requiring a large woofer to provide powerful bass, yet also reproduce the critical
midrange. It simply can’t do both with accuracy, especially at high volumes.
So when it’s getting blasted with bass, the midrange literally turns to mush.
To try and compensate, the high-frequency horn is usually required to go
lower in frequency, resulting in more distortion in the highs and that all too
common “screechy horn sound”. Not even close to high fidelity. The
TRIWEDGETM   3-Way Floor Monitor system offers an uncompromised
approach to a High SPL, High Fidelity stage monitor. With a total output power
of over 600 watts RMS the TRIWEDGETM  is great for any professional stage
environment. The TRIWEDGETM   offers ruler flat response, which help reduce the problem of feedback. This ruler flat response means you can also
use the TRIWEDGETM  at a higher SPL level than other stage monitors. The
inclusion of a powerful 10” midrange driver allows the woofer to stay lower
and the tweeter to stay higher, resulting in a much more accurate and intelligible sound at higher levels. On a transient bassis the 10 inch midrange
driver can deliver over 300 watts RMS. We use a 12″ woofers optimized for
deep, powerful bass with large excursion capabilities. We also incorporate a
high-frequency horn with smooth, extended response. Also incorporated into
the ISP Technologies TRIWEDGETM   are 3 channels of our patent pending
D-CATTM Dynamic Current Amplifier Technology. The D-CATTM amplifier technology is an extremely high current power amplifier design that can
actually drive load impedances of less than 1ohm. This translates into
incredible dynamic impact for transients providing the TRIWEDGETM  
monitor system with better transient response than you’ve ever heard.

Specifications

VM 110TM FLOOR MONITOR
The ISP Technologies VM 110TM  FLOOR MONITOR is a professional high
output floor monitor providing extremely high fidelity sound with articulate midrange.  The VM 110TM  FLOOR MONITOR provides large monitor
performance in a small compact footprint. The VM 110TM   Floor Monitor
is ideally suited for a wide variety of applications including church stages, nightclubs, and portable corporate events requiring a low profile small
compact high output monitor.   Many church applications prefer a low profile monitor to help keep the stage clean and the VM 110TM  Floor Monitor
is an excellent choice due to the high output, high definition and excellent
clarity in the midrange.  The VM 110TM  Floor Monitor has excellent vocal
clarity and dynamic impact, and will easily cut through the live stage mix.   

Configuration:
LF Driver:

TRIWEDGE™
2-way
1 x 12 inch

TRIWEDGE XHTM
2-way
1 x 12 inch

VM 110TM FLOOR MONITOR
2-way
1 x 10 inch, high sensitivity, 500 Watt RMS, reflex loaded

HF Driver:

2 inch compression

2 inch compression

1 x 1.4 inch Titanium compression driver, horn loaded

MF Driver:
Coverage:
Frequency Resp:
Construction:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Amplifier:

10 inch

10 inch

60 Hz to 16KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood
30.5”H x 16.5”W x 18”D
85 lbs.
600 Watts RMS
(300+220+80)
5 Amps x 120 VAC
Powercon Input
Female XLR input
Male XLR thru

60 Hz to 18KHz
Baltic Birch Plywood
30.5”H x 16.5”W x 18”D
85 lbs.
600 Watts RMS
(300+220+80)
5 Amps x 120 VAC
Powercon Input
Female XLR input
Male XLR thru

55 Hz to 18 KHz -3db
Baltic Birch Plywood
20”W x 12”H x 13.5”D
39.5 lbs
400 W  RMS, 2 channel, high current D-CATTM fan cooled

128 dB @ 1 meter

128 dB @ 1 meter
TRIWEDGE XH includes upgraded 1.7 inch
compression driver

125db peak output level

Power Required:
Power Connections:
Audio Connections:
Maximum Peak SPL:

5 Amps x 120 VAC
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VM / TRIMAX Series

2016

TRIMAX™18/TRIMAX™15

VT 110TM

VM 110TM TOP BOX

VM 110TM TOP BOX

TRIMAX™

The VM 110™ is a flyable high output speaker providing high fidelity sound
that ISP has become so well known for.  The VM 110™ works excellently
for Front of House systems foreground and background music plus musicplus-paging systems. These speakers are ideally suited for a wide variety
of applications including church installs, nightclubs, restaurants and any
installation requiring a low profile high output cabinet. Many church applications require a low profile cabinet due to low ceiling heights.  Choices
are limited for a speaker capable of high output high definition with excellent clarity.  The VM 110™ is the perfect answer and ships standard with
internal fly-points on top and also includes a lower pull-back rig point. The
VM 110™ has excellent vocal clarity and dynamic impact.  Combined with
a subwoofer the VM 110™ provides a very high performance audio system.   

The TRIMAX™ system from ISP Technologies offers an incredibly novel,
high performance sound system in an easy to move, lightweight, compact system.  The TRIMAX 15™ and TRIMAX 18™ systems offer all the advantages
of three-way Active performance with all of the electronics, crossovers and
power amplifiers built in the subwoofer.

Specifications
		
Power:
Peak SPL: 		
Frequency Response:
Dimensions: 		
Weight:		
Construction:
Watts		
Amplifier:		
		

TRIMAX18™		
500 watt high efficiency driver
130SPL
40Hz –17KHz
32.5” H x 24” W x 20” D		
120 lbs
Baltic Birch			
1000Watts
D-CATTM Power
Amplifier Technology

TRIMAX15™ 		
400 watt high efficiency driver
130SPL
45Hz - 17KHz
24” H x 20” W x 19” D		
95 lbs
Baltic Birch			
800Watts
D-CATTM Power
Amplifier Technology

Specifications
Configuration:
LF Driver:
HF Driver:
Pattern:
Frequency Resp:
Construction:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Amplifier:
Power Required:
Crossover:
Peak SPL:

VM 110TM

2-way
1 x 10 inch high sensitivity, 500 Watt RMS, reflex loaded
1 x 1.4 inch Titanium compression driver, horn loaded
90° x  90° HF horn
55 Hz to 18 KHz -3db
Baltic Birch Plywood
20” W x 12”H x 12”D
40 lbs
400 W RMS, 2 channel, high current D-CATTM  fan cooled
5 Amps x 120 VAC
Internal 4th order Linkwitz-Riley 24db per octave
125db peak output level

TRIMAX10™
300 watt high efficiency driver
130SPL
150Hz - 17KHz
14”H x 20”W x 9”D
25 lbs
Baltic Birch
700Watts
D-CATTM Power
Amplifier Technology
System can drive 2 TRIMAXTM 10 Top boxes

VT 110TM

2-way
1 x 10 inch high sensitivity, 500 Watt RMS, reflex loaded
2 inch Titanium compression driver, horn loaded
90° x  75° HF horn
55 Hz to 18 KHz -3db
Baltic Birch Plywood
21” W x 13”H x 12”D
45 lbs
400 W RMS, 2 channel, high current D-CATTM  fan cooled
5 Amps x 120 VAC
Internal 4th order Linkwitz-Riley 24db per octave
126db peak output level
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Flybar and Signal Processing

HDL 3112/2208 Flybar/ Array Frames™

HDL 4212/4210 Flybar/Array Frames™

AUDIO TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR™
HDL 3112/2208 Flybar/ Array Frames™

-Designed for use with the HDL 3112/2208 Line
Array Systems.
-Lightweight aluminum construction with two
steel links for 5/8″ shackle attachment.
-For both flying and ground stack applications.
Provides for single or double lift points, with 18
selectable pick points on 1″ spacings.
-Use LineCalc software to determine your pick
points. Supports up to 16 HDL 3112 cabinets per
hang with a safety factor greater than

HDL 4212/4210 Flybar/Array Frames™

-HDL 4210 Caster Pallet will hold up to 5 HDL
4210 Line Array cabinets.
-Allows for transporting cabinets in stacked
configuration for fast rigging and flying
applications.

AUDIO TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR™

The Audio Transient SuppressorTM  is designed to
eliminate the potential damaging turn on and turn
off transient pop that you get when turning on and
off your mixer.

HDL 4212/ 4210 CASTER PALLET™
4212 Line Array cabinets.

The stress on power amplifiers and speakers

-HDL 4212 Caster Pallet will hold up to 4 HDL

HDL 4212/ 4210 CASTER PALLET™

HDA SERIES REMOTE AMPLIFIER™

Most audio engineers know to turn on your mixer
first and then power up the power amplifiers in
the system and to reverse the order when powering
down the system. The problem is that many times
systems are damaged by the large turn on and turn
off transients due to an untrained operator, power
failures, accidental removal of the power
(someone tripping on the power cord) or any
number of other reasons. The end result can
be blown speakers and or power amplifiers.

-Designed for use with the HDL 4212/ 4210 Line
Array Systems.
-Allows for both flying and ground stack
applications.
-Allows for various fly-point configurations
including 2 point suspension or single point lift.
Supports up to 14 cabinets per hang..

2016

that result from a full level turn on and turn off
transient can result in damage since the amplifier
is typically required to deliver an instantaneous
series of spikes that exceed the supply rails of the
amplifier. The ISP Technologies Audio Transient
Suppressor is designed to eliminate this potential
failure.
Rack mount Audio Transient Suppressor designed
to eliminate damage to amplifiers because of
spikes that exceed the supply rails when systems
are turned on and off.

HDA SERIES REMOTE AMPLIFIER™

All ISP Technologies self powered cabinets and
Line Array Systems are available with external
remote amplifiers.
Available for all sub woofers, top boxes, and a
Line Array Systems.
.

Specifications
HDL 4212
Dimensions: 44.5” W x 34” D x 4” H
Weight:
130 lbs.

HDL 4210
43.8” W x 34” D x 4” H
120 lbs.

HDL 3112		
28″ W x 29.5″ D x 5.6″ H
24 lbs.

HDL 2208			
21.75″ W x 25.25″ D x 5.5″ H
20 lbs.

HDL 3112
45” W x 11.2” D
48 lbs.

Specifications
HDA SERIES REMOTE AMPLIFIER™		
Watts:
RMS 1000 watts RMS
Dimensions: 19” W x 16” D x 3.5” H
Weight:
30 lbs.

AUDIO TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR™
RMS 1000 watts RMS
19” W x 1.75” H x 6” D
30 lbs.
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“Over the span of a few years we were able to hear many different systems both here in our own building during concerts
and at other venues in the area. Coverage, gain before feed, and vocal intelligibility were our biggest concerns.  Once we
heard the ISP line array, we knew we had found our solution.  We are very happy with the way the HDL 4210 speaker
system has been able to handle whatever we throw at it, including the capability to really rock the house when we need
to. The system has amazed every one that has had a chance to hear it.”

Dic Gleason, Auditorium Operator at Alumni Hall –
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland

“The future of loud speaker design excellence is at ISP Technologies.ISP Technologies speakers have transformed the Chene
Park Amphitheatre in Detroit, MI. from one of the worst sounding venues in the county into the best sounding venue in the
world!”

Rick Camp,
FOH Engineer and Instructer/Owner at MixMaster Live
Worked with artists; Beyonce, Kelly Clarkson, Chris Brown, Jennifer Lopez, Mary J. Blige

“We have had problems in our nightclub for over two years with our stage monitors. We discovered they did not have crossover boards installed in them. We installed the crossovers, and we were not happy with the sound. We had a sold out show on
Friday (Johnny Cash Tribute), and I was not taking any more chances. Last week I removed our four wedges and brought in
four of your new iSP Triwedges. The act loved them and it was the easiest monitor mix I ever had. For a change we had a great
show.”

Dirk Doktor
Audio Technician, Odawa Casino and Resort

“ISP has literally shocked me.  The fidelity is remarkable.  The richness and the warmth of the sound has impressed our
greatest skeptics.   We have outfitted the whole church campus with ISP and everyone is delighted with the performance
of these speakers, especially the youth…I could rave all day long about what ISP has blessed us with.”

Pastor Shawn Marsack –
Bridgewood Church, Clarkston, Michigan

“The 4210 is a dedicated four-way line array box and the intelligibility and midrange is better than anything else I’ve
heard, it’s absolutely smooth.  I’ve been in a lot of arenas along the East Coast, and the audio quality in most of them
has been lacking, to say the least.  People today really expect great audio quality and the reaction to our system has been
overwhelmingly positive.  I can also run the entire system for our 5,200 seat arena on two 20-amp circuits.  It’s very
eco- friendly.”

Frank Rankin,
Production Manager for Event and Conference Services Technical Operations Towson University

“Arenas are always challenging spaces in which to create a well balanced system that is pleasing to listen to while at
the same time providing adequate coverage to all listening positions.  iSP’s 3112 line array system is more than up to
this challenge, with more than 100 degrees of horizontal coverage very little was needed for side fill reinforcement.  In
locations that fill was needed,  iSP’s HDM 112 three way cabinets offer smooth transition between main hang and fills.
The new system will now allow Gardner-Webb to better utilize the space in the Paul Porter Arena for athletic events,
convocations, and concerts.”

Preston Hinson , Owner
ASE Service Group
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ISP Technologies LLC
5479 Perry Drive #B,
Waterford, MI. 48329.
Telephone: (248) 673-7790
E-mail:sales@isptechnologies.com
All products may be covered under one or more of the following patents with other US and foreign patents pending
8,224,001 7,957,546 7,532,730 7,035,413 6,944,305 6,931,134 6,831,514 6,091,013

